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Apne Gems-Gemstones StoreApne Gems-Gemstones Store
The oldest & most trusted Name for astro jyotish gemstones sinceThe oldest & most trusted Name for astro jyotish gemstones since
1965.1965.
We are the India's oldest gemstones and Rudrakshas sellers and weWe are the India's oldest gemstones and Rudrakshas sellers and we
get gems and rudrakshas from Different places of India, Indonesia,get gems and rudrakshas from Different places of India, Indonesia,
Thailand, Australia, Africa, Srilanka, Brazil and Nepal.Thailand, Australia, Africa, Srilanka, Brazil and Nepal.
We can provide you all categories of gems and rudrakshas includingWe can provide you all categories of gems and rudrakshas including
genuine qualities of Pearl, Munga, Panna, Sapphire, Ruby, Gumedgenuine qualities of Pearl, Munga, Panna, Sapphire, Ruby, Gumed
Rudrakshas, etc at best possible prices.Rudrakshas, etc at best possible prices.

Our gems and Rudrakshas are sourced directly from the mines gemsOur gems and Rudrakshas are sourced directly from the mines gems
manufacturers and Rudrakshas farms. This helps us to cut down themanufacturers and Rudrakshas farms. This helps us to cut down the
middlemen and pass on the price benefit to our customers. Our Gemsmiddlemen and pass on the price benefit to our customers. Our Gems
and Rudrakshas are therefore much cheaper and at affordable pricesand Rudrakshas are therefore much cheaper and at affordable prices
than any other gemstones and rudrakshas sellers.than any other gemstones and rudrakshas sellers.

History of Apne Gems:History of Apne Gems:
VK Jwellers was founded in 1965 its founder Late Shri Vijay SharmaVK Jwellers was founded in 1965 its founder Late Shri Vijay Sharma
entered into the Gems and Jewellery business. Since then there hasentered into the Gems and Jewellery business. Since then there has
been no looking back. Now VK Jwellers was globalised by the name ofbeen no looking back. Now VK Jwellers was globalised by the name of
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Apnegems by Mr. Vinnay Verms son of Late Shri Vijay Sharma heApnegems by Mr. Vinnay Verms son of Late Shri Vijay Sharma he
established a reputation for absolute reliability and exquisiteestablished a reputation for absolute reliability and exquisite
craftsmanship. It is a name that has won the trust of 55+ Years ofcraftsmanship. It is a name that has won the trust of 55+ Years of
Gems and jewellery lovers. Mr. Vinnay Verms (certified GemmologistGems and jewellery lovers. Mr. Vinnay Verms (certified Gemmologist
and Jewellery Designer) inherited his mastery and integrity of theand Jewellery Designer) inherited his mastery and integrity of the
highest degree and soon become a legend in his own right.highest degree and soon become a legend in his own right.

We provide best consultation and original products to our clients withWe provide best consultation and original products to our clients with
certification we only collect unique products from tha various placescertification we only collect unique products from tha various places
around the world.around the world.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/apne-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/apne-
gems-gemstones-store-11312gems-gemstones-store-11312
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